Suzuki gs 450 cafe

The GS was a Suzuki motorcycle produced in the early s. Both the Suzukimatic and the
Hondamatic ceased production after the model year. The Suzuki GS is a cc engine street racer
bike that was first created by the Japanese manufacturer Suzuki in direct competition with
Honda 's CM series. It was put into production after its predecessor, the GS , which was
manufactured from , and discontinued when its successor, the GS , entered production from
The GS is considered a standard, a relatively small bike that can be extensively modified to suit
a rider's taste. The specifications of the bike include an 2. Without fluids the bike weighs kg. It is
able to carry kg of rider and luggage. An electric ignition and starter make for easy startup. In
cold weather, this bike takes an extended period of time to warm up, usually less than 90
seconds. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Chain Drive. Service, Repair, Maintenance.
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Corporation. Bram Boot and the crew at Wrench Kings , based in The Netherlands, spent a
number of years in corporate management in Dubai. They had an enormous sandbox to play in,
complete with big cars, road and off-road bikes, quads, water scooters, and jet skis. However,
after years of living abroad and working the corporate life, they felt it was time to come home
and start Wrench Kings. Near future plans include parts, clothing, bars, etc. And just wait till the
Wrench Kings burgers are available to the public! Is the Suzuki still for sale?? So no, the bike
he was looking for was long gone. But of course we can make something that looks alike. Not
exactly the same, as each bike should have its own unique features, but something similar. A
very friendly bloke who lives at the west side of The Netherlands, the glasshouse area of
Holland you know, where you get all your beautiful red tomatoes fromâ€¦. Rens was very
particular on his wishes; the triangle underneath the seat not too open and vintage blue and
yellow colors on the tank. And with that basis we started. Searching the Kingdom we found a
perfect Suzuki. It required some on-the-spot maintenance to get her up and running again old
petrol and very dirty carbs , but the bike itself was in a perfect condition. No rust anywhere and
hardly any mileage on the odo. A rare find in a country as wet as Holland! We dare to say that
the bike in its current condition is better than original and a hell of a lot better looking! And
driving! What a nice machine it is now!! The Tarrozi pegs are placed to fit with the new seating
and this definitely adds to the handling. Flat through the corners and more than enough power
to have a race feeling! The Japanese builders boast about their original design and the road
handling features already:. Not our words. We replaced the original high handle bars with low
tracker handle bars and placed the pegs higher and more to the rear, which makes it a
completely different type of bike. The old chopper is transformed to a classic racing machine
now, perfectly suitable for people with average height. The sound of the bike is typical for the
air-cooled, two cylinders, four stroke engine. In other words, a complete new bike! Summer is
coming! Bas is a master in portraits and film stills and with his graphic design background he
has a clear eye for concept, light and detail. For more info on his work visit his website at Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. The main modifications on this bike are: A complete blacked out look
whereby really everything is powder coated. Customized sub frame to fit the seat A custom box
underneath the seat for the ignition key and light switch A new wiring loom whereby the visible
wires in front are made of classic fabric material. All electric components hidden underneath the
seat Clear and visible battery, purposely kept on its original location Clean handle bars, with
only a custom switch for the blinkers Slick shorty dampers with additional modifications to
reduce the sound Of course a Wrench Kings paintjob on the tank Progressive rear coils Tarrozi
foot pegs, including a custom brake and gear system Lowered and more progressive forks A
shitload of subtle custom brackets blinkers front and back, blinker switch, speedo, electric
components, etc. And of course these are all powder coated as well. Follow Wrench Kings
Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. View on
Instagram. Professionally built by Bueno Co. My builds are starting to be featured in major
online publications and I was invited to The One Moto show in Portla This bike has many new
parts including, custom powder coated frame and wheels Fuel injected. Clean tittle Currently
registered 14K miles Starts and rides great. Leaks nothing. Runs and shifts f Motorcycle was
rebuilt from the frame up. This is a 1 owner bike. Hard to find in this condition. The owner
bought it new. It runs and drives great. I had th Rust free and in nice condition. I completed this
about a 4 months ago I completed t This is a Suzuki GS that has been converted into a sleek
cafe racer by the previous and original owner of the bike,The handlebars have been lo I am
selling a perfectly preserved, superbly restored and carefully maintained Suzuki GSXR

motorcycle. The motorcycle has practically unmoved Mit Im looking to part with my Custom
cafe racer, I had a lot of fun building it and its a blast to ride. But now its time to move on to my
next project. Frame off restoration. New flat black powder coated parts and frame. Body shop
painted wheels and tank. Custom seat pan, lights and mirrors. Check out there web site Suzuki
Cafe Racers. Home Suzuki Cafe Racers. Condition : Seller refurbished. Condition : Used.
Condition : Pre-owned. Forgot Your Password? Reset My Account Processing Log in or Join.
Adventure Rider. Okay I literally just signed up here at ADVrider! I'm anxious to learn and read
what this site has to offer. As a kid, the reason I started riding bicycles was that I could get a
motorcycle. Pretty much ever since my first motorcycle, an old Yamaha PW90, I have been
hooked on 2 wheel machines. I'm probably one of the few people that rode Deal's Gap as a 15
year old with my permit. I have done a lot of riding on my dad's DRZS. I love it for a dual sport
and is a great bike! My personal bike that I treasure is a Triumph Speed Triple i. Last year I sold
it for the Speed Triple. I am a firm believer in "Built, not Bought" I hope my Jeep personifies that
enough. The previous owner was a friend that only hoped that I might get it running. I wish I had
a pic of how it sat when I brought it home. I have always had a thing for cafe racer styled bikes.
So it was enough for me to start the GS. I got a lot of the motivation from wrenchmonkees. It got
me thinking and ultimately got me to start building. I got it running after cleaning up the carbs,
starter brushes and throwing a new battery in it. Inside the engine looked flawless and it has
good compression so I felt it would be a good project to pursue. After taking most of the
fairings, fenders, tank, and whatnot we have this: I started cleaning up and painting parts: I also
ordered a pair of new Shinco s from JCWhitney. Plus they look great for this style bike. I
currently don't have pics of the forks cleaned up and on with the front wheel and tires and
chopped fender but I will tomorrow. I will be trying to reuse as many original parts as I can,
however I am trying to modify them to bring a certain look. Thanks to everyone that reads this
build thread. I hope to present the information and progress clearly and completely. Questions,
comments, ideas are all appreciated! Thanks again guys, keep riding! Joined: Sep 8,
Oddometer: 2, Location: Somewhere else. AfricaWim , Jul 24, You do know that your auxiliary
tank although cool, is not really cafe Will be watching your build. Thanks guys! And I have read
about the rectifiers being terrible. Sorry to hear about the poor Suzuki experience, I don't have
any negatives to the brand so far. I have always been bias toward Honda. Their reliability has
been exceptional from my experience. Today I got more pics of the progress. Here is how it sits
today. I really wanted to get it done before the Indy MotoGP this year but I don't think it will be
quite finished by then. Sorry for the crappy pics. I need to take more time taking them but you
get the idea I love the chopped front fender: Painted brake rotor looks friggin sweet: Anyhow
today I'm working on my Jeep some more to get another 1. ADV Sponsors. Thanks eepeqez
you've been a huge help! I'd have loved to start with a CB or GS but this is a start since it was
free and money is super tight being a college student and having a Jeep that likes to soak
money up. I really didn't like the tank on my GS but the more I've looked at it the more I think it
will look nice for the bike. I was going to get a GSS tank and fit it but for the money I can't go
wrong with what I have since it does hold fuel and there isn't a spec of rust inside it Jeep
tonight desired more attention than what I thought Rust is a bitch. I will be working on it quite a
bit this week in preparation for the new leaf packs in the rear. Oh well, my GS is getting used to
sitting there waiting for someone to ride it. Any other color schemes are well appreciated! I
wanted to do more of a dark green but I think green is to British for a Japanese bike. Okay first
off sorry it's taken me a while to post. I have been working on my Jeep a bunch and I haven't
had much time to work on the bike. I finally got a rolling chassis and got it outta the barn. Here's
a few pics of how it sits now. Amazing look in my opinion. Aggressive seating position but with
potential of a classy look. I love the looks of the tires on it. The balloony look is perfect for the
style of the bike. I will start cutting and welding brackets to the frame for the parts I need. More
pics soon to come. I'm just so happy with it And yes More feedback is always appreciated!
Thanks for looking! Welp I got some more progress done tonight. Cut the unwanted brackets on
the subframe: Then I started to make the board for the seat and rear cowl to mount to. I believe I
will be fiber glassing over the wood to cover it up. In my head it all should work, but I bet in
reality something comes up that I haven't thought through. Here's the start of the board: The
board also acts as a tank riser so the bottom of the tank should be perfectly horizontal. I had to
use a dado blade to make room for the tank mounting brackets but it all worked and looks good.
Then with a little extra time I decided to make a prototype cowl It gets the idea across but
honestly looks terrible I probably should have spent more time on making it but I really just
needed to see how far back and forward my butt could go. That way I can keep the sub frame as
short as possible. It's starting to shape up. I will be building number plates for it tomorrow
along with bending up the rear hoop to close the back up. Still not sure what kind of tail light I
will be using but I figure I still have a little time to decide on that. Thanks again for looking! More

progress soon to come! Okay so through about a couple of mins in paint I have this: Good color
scheme in my opinion And a couple of hours in Photoshop we have a tank logo: Not sure if I like
the design or not. I just winged it to see how it looked. I need a retro look but I'm not sure if I'm
happy enough with the design. I'll be working on something else to see if I like another one
better. Whatever it is it will be put on either side of the tank where the Suzuki logo went. I also
need a number on the number plate I like custom bikes. I haven't had a bike yet that I haven't
wanted to mess with, or have messed with. I've given a little bit of thought as to what must be
done to make a bike look like something other then a slightly modified stock bike and the tank
is very high on that list. It seems like you have a good platform to work with, but all I can see is
that tank. Not that it's terrible, but it is holding it back, as it does most 'custom' builds. Thanks
for the advice. I still look on ebay alot for an "S" tank. I don't think that the worst thing would be
to keep the tank and paint it. I will use the same lines in the rear cowl as the tank, so they will
complement each other very well. I wish I could fab up my own tank but I'm not near good
enough to weld sheet metal. I might try on the nest project but on this one I'm gonna keep it
somewhat simple. I hear you man! Simple is better! Thanks for taking my criticism in the spirit I
intended it. I'd hate for someone to think I'm pissing on their parade. I know all too well that a
build is a complex stew, and that if money and time were no issue, then different choices might
be made. Keep on rockin! Loose Nut , Aug 8, Awesome Looking Project. Keep up the great
work. Joined: Aug 7, Oddometer: Location: Indy. Logo is cool, man. You thinking about
incorporating text in there like, "Iron Hawk Customs"? That'd be neat. This is a fun build Keep it
up man. Transalp Jas , Aug 11, It's really coming along. Since you already have a wood frame
for the seat, you could bang out a cowl out of tin almost as fast as with foam and fiberglass. Use
the wood frame as a buck and grab a set of hammers and dollies. Hardroad , Aug 13, Looking
Good, You have a good eye for what you want. Great job. Hope to get to ride it when you finish. I
thought about doing a little cowl out of tin. I love the looks of it, but I will be fiber glassing the
entire seat pan then putting a seat on top of the pan. That way the cowl and the seat will all be
one piece. My plan is to also attach the electronics to the bottom of the cowl that may be
removed easily. I believe I will try to use the tin on the next bike I do though. It's all about the
experience and this has allowed me to learn so much. It's killing me not to put the motor out
and clean it up really good, but I want to get everything mounted and make sure all my brackets
work before I take to much off. I'm very anxious to get a skid plate bent up for it too I got the
idea from August's Cycleworld with the desert sleds. Plus, if I don't like it, who cares I don't
have to put it on the bike. I'm building this bike for me, if I wanted to build something to get
looks I'd chrome out some GSXR and make a useless showbike. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
Though Suzuki cafe racer builds are less common than some other marques, we love platforms
like the GS Series â€” great for budget builds â€” and the mighty two-stroke GT series. The cc
mountain goat had dual disc brakes, USD forks, [â€¦]. The [â€¦]. In alone, we featured [â€¦]. The
Suzuki DR has been in production for nearly 30 years, earning a reputation as one of the most
rugged, versatile thumpers on the planet. However, [â€¦]. The Suzuki T Titan, introduced in ,
quickly earned a reputation as one of the best big two-strokes of the era, proving [â€¦]. In an era
[â€¦]. The lighter weight sibling of the GT and GT, this bantamweight smoker makes for one nifty
cafe racer candidate. At its release the GS was the fastest of the cc fours [â€¦]. Along with the
[â€¦]. Smells likeâ€¦victory. Enter Ewen Macdonald and his [â€¦]. His builds often retain the
original silhouette and paint scheme of the original, while upgrading the powerplant,
suspension, brakes, [â€¦]. With a background in vintage motocross, he has a preference for
two-stroke street screamers that are, as [â€¦]. Passion and restraint. Two opposing forces,
constantly at play within the mind of the custom motorcycle creator. Too little or too much of
either being the [â€¦]. Enter Steve Baugrud and [â€¦]. However, these bikes can be had for next
to nothing these days. Sjoerd Veenstra of Motolifestyle decided [â€¦]. Suzuki T Cafe Racer by
Motorcycle Mania Chicago - We love the smell of two-strokes in the morningâ€”or any time,
reallyâ€”especially if they are 70s street screamers. Enter the Suzuki T, one of the lesser-known
oil-smokers of era. Marketed as the Cobra or Titan, [â€¦]. The Suzuki GS, which offered 49
horsepower from its air-cooled inline four, was a hard-hitting middleweight, beating both [â€¦].
They had an enormous sandbox to play in, complete with big cars, road [â€¦]. Today, we have a
stunning GS cafe racer by Sebastien Joigne [â€¦]. Today, Dave brings us the story of another
classic fitted with a cc, [â€¦]. Recent Posts. View on Instagram. Make Suzuki. Model GS. Any
interested parties are welcome to inspect the motorcycle. The following parts were just
purchased and installed on the motorcycle to ensure rider safety and proper mechanical
condition. New Front and Rear Tires and inner tubes installed by a Suzuki dealer. The servicing
also included new spark plugs, air filter, oil, and oil filter. This gauge was replaced with another
identical used gauge which shows approximately miles, but the actual mileage is as shown in

the picture. Additionally, all parts purchased and installed were Suzuki OEM parts not
aftermarket. Note also that the motorcycle is complete stock with no modifications. My son
bought this bike from a friend, and after completing all the service and part installation decided
that he wanted an ATV instead reason for selling. This is a great beginner bike for someone
getting into motorcycle riding. Please contact me with any questions and I will reply as soon as
possible. The motorcycle has a clear Illinois title. Note that I also am listing locally, so I may end
the listing early if sold locally. We have recently completed this build and are hoping to find the
next care-taker. She fires right up as soon as you it the starter button, runs beautifully, charges
nicely, goes through all 6 gears with no issues and no engine smoke compression: psi left
cylinder, psi right cylinder - see photos. She is a super reliable bike, great gas mileage, a great
daily commuter and definitely a head turner. Please contact us if you want a list of everything
we did to her! We wanted to pay a homage to the vintage Suzuki road-race bikes thus the
vintage color scheme and styling! She is a head-turner for sure, folks really love the look of this
bike. If you happen to be near us, feel free to stop by the shop and meet her in person! Notes: 1
The color matched quarter fairing comes with the bike - we pulled it off for some of the photos
so folks can see how she looks without it, 2 She is for sale locally therefore we must reserve the
right to stop the auction if she happens to sell locally. Our builds have been shipped throughout
the US and to several countries around the world. Several of our customers have come back to
us for multiple builds! We have gone over the bike thoroughly and she is ready to go â€¦ normal
maintenance will be required as is the case for ALL machines, both new and old. Garage Kept,
and includes Manual. Model GS I inherited this bike and converted it to a cafe style bike. It runs
and looks great, has miles and the obvious conversions shown in the pics. The complete model
of this bike is Suzuki GSS. They made very few of the "S" model so it's a little rare. I've done
quite a bit of research on the bike and I feel this is a very fair price, a little on the low side but
fair. It's also always been stored indoors and was in excellent condition when I got it, very very
little rust. Very nice, clean, reliable cool looking bike. As far as driving distance from a potential
buyer I may be able to deleiver or meet someone half way. Thank you. Six speed, cruise control,
windshield, luggage rack, engine guard, recent tune-up, new tires, new spark plugs, new
battery. His loss is your gain. Bought brand new just this past Spring. Gorgeous bike priced to
sell. Basement kept and in mint condition. Has 3, highway miles on it. Wish I had better pictures
for you. Wife says I can only have one bike and this is the one that has to go. Also very popular
with the custom re-builders! Able to get approx 50mpg at highway speeds - LED running lights
yep, it looks good at night! Full disclosure: bike was laid down a few years ago side slide , but
all damage limited to external stuff only i. No core damage at all. Feel free to ask questions, will
tell you all I know about the bike. I'm the second owner and had it since 16k. This IS a classic
and in very good shape. Since I haven't ridden it much this season, carbs could use either a lot
of SeaFoam or a general rebuild. Model Hayabusa. As they say, it ain't bragging if it's true. So
when we claim that the Suzuki Hayabusa GSXR is the fastest production bike on the planet,
we're merely stating the facts. It is, pure and simple, an engineering masterpiece that turns
advanced technology and aerodynamic design into unmatched performance. But that's not all,
in addition to the incredible performance you get from the Hayabusa, you also get an extra large
serving of style. The sleek, long, low look of the Hayabusa is unique in the motorcycling world
and is sure to turn heads wherever you choose to ride. The Hayabusa's engine performance is
incredible, offering awesome acceleration the instant you twist the throttle, providing
performance you have to experience to truly appreciate. Its secret? Nothing short of Suzuki's
most sophisticated technology. Including digital electronic fuel injection for crisp,
instantaneous throttle response. That kind of performance demands world-class handling, and
the Hayabusa delivers. Its solid chassis was developed using the latest lessons learned on the
race track. Experience its performance and you'll know why it's known as the ultimate sport
machine. Model Boulevard C Extended Warranty Plans Available. We have over units in stock! If
you have any questions please call or email The bike you look at today, and want to think about
tonight, before buying it tomorrow, will be bought today, by someone who looked at it
yesterday, and thought about it last night! Model RMX Model RM-Z It reverberates like thunder
and strikes like lightning. It's the RM-Z, the four-stroke motocross weapon that's been taking the
competition apart. The RM-Z has it all. An incredibly wide and strong powerband that lets you
launch out of corners. Optimum engine braking. Exceptionally easy starting hot or cold. And a
lightweight design for precision handling on the toughest tracks. The RM-Z for it's taking the
four-stroke world by storm! For sale is my newly built Suzuki GS that has been built into cafe
racer. It has a lot of new parts and custom graphics to match original paint on gas tank. All
wiring and electronics are hidden under seat pan. This is a one of a kind head turner. Fresh oil
change, filter and spark plugs. This bike runs great and I have a clean FL title in my name. Call
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if interested Just inspected. Garage kept. Saddleman seat, aftermarket Hard Krome Double D
pipes, new battery Factory pipes and original seat included. Runs great, Excellent Condition.
Model Boulevard - C50T. With lots of financing options available for all types of credit we will do
our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and warranties
available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Alamo Heights, TX.
Huntington Beach, CA. Gloucester, VA. North Fork, CA. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert
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